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A Knight’s World
Every man who does well in this military vocation
should be prized and honoured.
geoffroi de charny , the book of chivalry ,

1350–51

w w w

magine yourself on a splendid charger, encased in gleaming
armour, brandishing sword or lance and shield. Or picture
yourself at court, renowned for your bravery and surrounded
by beautiful damsels. Of course you want to be a knight.
But this is not easy in the early 15th century. It is not just a simple matter
of buying a horse and a suit of armour; there is much you must learn.
Some books will teach you about the ideals of chivalry, but they do not
provide the practical advice you need if you are determined to live – and
quite possibly die – for glory on the battlefield. That is what this manual
will give you.
Since the start of the 14th century we have been living in an age of war
throughout Europe, and the mounted knight is the most magnificent
figure on the battlefield. Much more than just a soldier, he should be the
epitome of chivalry, a paragon of virtue. Prowess, loyalty, generosity and
mercy are among his guiding principles.
Yet there is a difficult balance to be struck between the ideals and the
practicalities of warfare. The knight is challenged and often defeated on the
battlefield by common soldiers armed with bow and pike; he fights on foot
more often than on horseback, and the guiding principles of chivalry often
seem in reality to become those of guile, deceit, profit and cruelty.
The advice in this manual is derived from the practical experience of
knights and men-at-arms. It is not based on romantic chivalric literature;

tales of King Arthur and other mythical heroes may help to keep you
amused during a siege or a lull between battles, and may even mirror
knightly behaviour on occasion, but they are hardly a realistic guide.
This is not a book of instruction for the sort of knight who may go
on one or two campaigns, but who spends most of his time managing his
estates, playing his part in local politics and attending law courts. This is a
manual for the knight at war.





The knights of today take their inspiration from a heroic past. This image shows
the knightly followers of the renowned hero Godfrey de Bouillon, one of the
leaders of the 11th-century First Crusade, riding off to battle.
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War
War is complex; it is not a simple matter of gaily adorned knights charging
into battle. For a start, it involves a great deal of organization. States need
to have systems of taxation to raise the money for armies up to 30,000
men strong. Sophisticated credit systems operated by international merchant banking houses are required to enable rulers and cities to meet the
short-term needs of expensive campaigns. Armies need supply systems to
provide the hundreds of tons of food and thousands of gallons of drink
that they require. Siege warfare involves the deployment of up-to-date
military hardware. Internationally recognized conventions, amounting
to a law of war, regulate conflict and its aftermath. Within all this, there is
a great deal of scope for ambitious individuals to develop knightly careers.
The opportunities are there for you to grasp.

above. At Courtrai in 1302 Flemish townspeople defeated a great French army.
opposite

At Crécy in 1346 the English also triumphed over the French.

Where can you fight?
War is deeply ingrained in Europe, and as a knight, you will have no difficulty finding employment. Conflict is endemic between states, but is most
deeply entrenched between France and England, with the war that began
in 1337 and seems likely to last for 100 years. That is a tricky situation; from
one point of view the kings of England are rebellious vassals of the French
rulers, and from another, they are justified by descent in calling themselves
kings of France. At times local rivalries and internal disputes make it seem
more of a French civil war than a war between nations. Great battles have
punctuated this war, above all the three great English victories of Crécy in
1346, Poitiers ten years later, and most recently Agincourt in 1415.
French ambitions in the Low Countries have also led to much fighting,
from the battle of Courtrai in 1302 when Flemish urban forces defeated
the French host, to that of Roosebeke in 1382, when the French were triumphant. Similarly, English designs upon Scotland have resulted in many
campaigns. English successes under Edward I were overturned under
his successor Edward II at Bannockburn in 1314; but during the following
reign the king of Scots, David II, was captured at Neville’s Cross in 1346.
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Another struggle for independence has been that of the Swiss, whose infantry troops were more than a match for Habsburg forces at Morgarten in
1315, and Sempach in 1386.
In Italy, there is constant rivalry between cities, with Milan, Florence
and Venice the most powerful in a world of shifting allegiances and frequent
campaigning. The wealth of the cities, and the opportunities for fighting, are
a magnet drawing in soldiers from Germany and elsewhere. Further south,
the Papacy is not only a spiritual power, but also a player in the complex
politics of the peninsula. The kingdom of Naples, whose dynasty hailed
from Anjou in France, is in conflict with Sicily, ruled by the Aragonese king.
The Iberian peninsula has recently offered further potential for an
ambitious knight, particularly with dynastic complications in Castile
in the 1360s, and the Portuguese struggle for independence in the 1380s.
At the other end of Europe, the Baltic has seen German eastward
expansion taking place for many years; the fiercest opponents of which
are the Lithuanians. There are ample opportunities to join in the struggle against them, under the leadership of the Teutonic Knights. This is a
religious crusade; there are other crusading opportunities available in the
Mediterranean world, but success there is hard to come by.

w
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the Star, and was chosen to carry the celebrated French war banner, the
Oriflamme. In 1356 he was killed, banner in hand, fighting heroically at the
battle of Poitiers. His Book of Chivalry was an attempt to renew and reform
French knighthood, and sets out the ideals that a knight should follow.

John Hawkwood
An Essex man, Hawkwood’s first military experience was in France, but
the short-lived peace treaty agreed in 1360 meant he had to look elsewhere
to continue his career. He found fame and a degree of fortune in Italy, initially with the mercenary band known as the White Company. He served
Pisa, Milan, Padua, the Papacy, and above all Florence, whose authorities
praised him to the skies. He was first hired by the Florentines in 1377, and
fought for the city, with intermissions, until his death in 1394. Hawkwood
was a soldier of immense ability, who understood the full complexities
of war. Tactician, strategist and inspiring leader, he could turn apparent
defeat into triumph, and had the diplomatic skill to succeed in the complex
world of Italian city rivalries. Hawkwood always wanted to return to
England, but he died in Italy, the most notable of the mercenaries, or condottieri, who served the Florentine republic.

Boucicaut

Individual careers

De Charny was the most notable French knight of his generation, who
wrote the standard work on knighthood, the Book of Chivalry. His military career began in 1337, the year when the current war between England
and France began. He was captured by the English at Morlaix in 1342, and
soon ransomed. He was knighted by 1343, and went on a futile crusade in
1345. De Charny did not fight at Crécy in 1346, but he played an increasingly important role in war after that. In 1349 he planned to regain Calais
through bribery, but failed. Once again, the English took him prisoner, and
he was again ransomed. He was one of the first members of the Order of

Jean II le Maingre was nicknamed, like his father before him, Boucicaut,
in an allusion to a fishing net. No one is quite sure why. Born in 1366, his
military career began at a very young age. He fought in the French triumph
over the Flemings at Roosebeke in 1382, and then went on campaigns in
Spain, the Baltic and the eastern Mediterranean. In 1391, despite his youth,
he was appointed as one of the two marshals of France. He went on the
crusading expedition of 1396 against the Turks in the Balkans, and was captured at Nicopolis that year. After his release he fought for the Byzantine
emperor before he was appointed governor of Genoa in 1401. Although a
great soldier, he was no politician, and in 1409 the Genoese ousted him.
Boucicaut was captured at Agincourt in 1415, and is now a prisoner in
England. His biography was written in 1409, to justify and explain his notvery-successful rule of Genoa; it is a classic description of a chivalric career,
even though its hero emerges as a self-righteous prig.





The potential for a military knight is best demonstrated by outlining the
careers of three of the key individuals who will feature in this book.

Geoffroi de Charny
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The challenge
You have a great deal to learn if you want to be a successful knight. Geoffroi
de Charny in his Book of Chivalry explains that knights should be bold and
eager to commit themselves to deeds of arms and adventures. They will
face difficult trials and many discomforts; terrors will beset them, and they
may be defeated and captured. The French poet Christine de Pizan paints
a similar picture. As she says, a knight should be wise and good, gracious,
courteous, generous, gentle and calm. He should journey far to acquire
honour, and should be enterprising and proud in undertaking deeds of
arms. These are the ideals; to be really successful you need to add other,
more practical elements, as well as a little low cunning.
Some skills are essential – you won’t get very far if you don’t know how
to ride a horse, wield a lance and fight with sword and shield. Then the different techniques required for jousting and for fighting in battle need to be
mastered. You will need to be physically fit for gruelling campaigns, which
may take place under the hot Mediterranean sun or in the dark frozen days
of a Baltic winter. There is much more than that, however; you need to
understand the culture of chivalry, with all its ambiguities and contradictions. There is the glamour of the tournament, and the courtly culture with
its love songs and romances, its dinners and dances. But you must be as
comfortable on the battlefield as on the dancefloor, dealing with the brutal
side of war, the ravaging of the land and the slaughter of civilians. And on
top of all this there are also the business aspects to learn, particularly the
ransoming of prisoners.
It may seem as though you have a daunting amount to learn, and it
is true that you do, but with the expert guidance contained in this manual
a glorious career as a knight awaits you. Follow this advice and you will
not fail.

Note
Every effort has been made to make the advice in this manual as up-to-date
as possible. All the views expressed represent the opinions and knowledge
of the period from 1300 to 1415.



Upbringing & Training
Practise knightly things and learn arts that help you and
grant you honour in war.
hanko döbringer , fechtbuch ,

1389

w w w

s a knight, you will be expected to display many qualities. Skill
in the use of arms is essential; you will also need to understand
how to behave in the right way and how to fit into the upperclass world.

Child’s play
Children’s games are the first step in learning how to fight.

w
w

Toy knights, made of pewter, make good playthings.

w

Richard II had miniature guns as a boy.

Edward I gave his sons toy castles and a miniature
siege engine to play with.

When Boucicaut was young and played with his friends, they would
pretend that their caps were helmets and their sticks swords. They imitated sieges and played at battles. Boucicaut was a good child; Bertrand
du Guesclin, who would do so much to restore French prestige in the
wars with England, was not. During his upbringing in Brittany, he used
to recruit local boys for his gang, and organize mock tournaments with
them, until his father forbad it. After that, young Bertrand would go off to
the local village to pick fights. All his father could do was lock him up, not
realizing what valuable knightly skills his wayward son was developing.
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In a noble household
You will probably be sent away for your education, to be brought up as
a page in a noble household. Christine de Pizan, widowed at 25, packed
her eldest son off to England, to the Earl of Salisbury’s household. On the
earl’s death in 1397 she wrote a poem recommending the boy to the duke
of Orleans: ‘For this I beg, valiant and gracious prince, that it please you to
take him into your service.’
In an aristocratic household there will be a master to look after the
education of the boys. He will teach you how to look after military equipment, and all the skills needed to use it. You will pick up a lot from listening
to the knights and squires, and watching what they do. As Geoffroi de
Charny explains:

Christine de Pizan, French poet and author,
with her son. She sent him to England to learn
about weaponry and good manners.
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They like to hear and listen to men of prowess talk of military deeds,
and to see men-at-arms with their weapons and armour and
enjoy looking at fine mounts and chargers.
A knight needs to be proficient with weapons, but you will also need to
learn proper manners at court, such as how to wait at table. There are other
aspects of noble culture to imbibe. Although the full details of heraldry can
be left to heralds, it is important to learn how to recognize and describe
coats of arms, and to memorize as many as possible. This is a vital means of
distinguishing friend from foe in the heat of battle. Listening to the stories
of knightly heroes of the past, such as the tales of Arthur and his knights,
should inspire you. You should note, however, that Boucicaut would not
want you to read such trivia, but would limit your reading to serious works
on the history of Greece and Rome, and the lives of the saints.

Physical training
A good knight needs physical strength, stamina, a good eye and fine coordination. You need hard exercise to develop these. Boucicaut provides
the best model. As a young man, he realized the importance of athleticism
to a knight. His exercise regime included:

w
w
w

Long-distance running so as to gain endurance.
Jumping into the saddle of his horse from the ground.
Lifting weights to strengthen his arms.

Among many other feats, he could:



w
w

Do a somersault wearing full armour (but without a helmet).

w

Without armour, he could do the same using just one hand
(believe that if you can).

Climb the reverse side of a ladder hand over hand, not using
his feet, armed with a steel breastplate.
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Boucicaut practised constantly with a lance and with other weapons. He
was not a tall man, but he was an exceptional athlete. It was not just in military exercises that he excelled; off the battlefield he was also an extremely
good tennis player.

Practice with lance and sword
The lance is a difficult weapon; it requires immense skill to hold the point
steady and to aim it correctly. Before practising this on horseback, boys can
try it seated on a small cart, pulled by their friends. Various targets can be
used; the quintain is the best. This consists of a vertical post, with a horizontal beam swivelling on the top. On one end of this is a shield, which is
the target. A weighted sack at the other end balances the shield, and if you
get the hit wrong, or move too slowly, it will swing round and give you a
good wallop. Endless practice is needed.
Practice is also needed with the sword; you should be familiar with it
both as a single-handed and a double-handed weapon. A sword can:

w
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Riding

It is important to practise using the sword on horseback; at the battle of
Nicopolis it was by slashing to right and left with his sword that Boucicaut
was able to drive his horse through the Turkish ranks. And don’t forget that
the hilt and pommel can be used to strike when fighting at close quarters.
For sword fighting on foot, learn the four basic guards that can be used,
and their variants, with all the different types of thrusts and cuts. There
are German books that set out fencing methods in a lot of detail. One such
Fechtbuch explains that:

You should always look for the upper openings rather
than the lower, and go over his hilt with strikes or thrusts
artfully and quickly. For you have better reach over the
hilt than under it, and you are also much safer in
all your fencing.

This late 14th-century bas-relief shows an
Italian knight, with visor raised. Note his
straight-legged riding style. He holds his
reins in his left hand, leaving his right free
for wielding his sword.

Deliver both slashing and thrusting blows.
Be used in defence, to ward off an opponent’s weapon.
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Swordplay is not an art intended for everyone; this is a skill exclusively
for the military elite. Master Roger le Skirmisour kept a fencing school in
London in the early 14th century, but he was convicted of ‘enticing thither
the sons of respectable persons, so as to waste and spend the property of
their fathers and mothers upon bad practices: the result being that they
themselves became bad men’. He should not have been teaching military
skills to townspeople.

It is important that you should
gain expertise in handling horses.
You will ride with long stirrups
and an upright body posture. You
need to ride smoothly, with good
control at all times; you and your
horse should be as one. Control
comes with proper use of the bit and
your spurs; do not be too hard with
these. You should aim to be like the
Spanish knight, Pero Niño, of whom
it is said that ‘he knew all about
horses; he sought for them, tended
them and made much of them. In
his time had no man in Castile so
many good mounts; he rode them
and trained them to his liking, some
for war, some for parade and others
for jousting.’

w
w
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A hunting scene showing a king bringing down a stag, the most highly
prized quarry. Hunting is excellent practice for knights, but you won’t
have to shoot from horseback in war.

Hunting

Reading and writing

The hunt provides some excellent training for war, as well as being the
main recreation activity for the upper classes. Geoffroi de Charny wrote
that ‘it befits all men of rank to enjoy the sport of hunting with hawk and
hound.’ Through hunting you will learn such things as:

It is rare to be sent to school, as Boucicaut was for a time, but a knight
should still learn to read and write. War is not just a matter of riding confidently into battle. This is a bureaucratic age. There are muster rolls to be
kept, writs to be read and acted upon, and agreements and contracts to be
made. Of course, there are clerks to do these things, but it is important to
be able to keep a check on them. You may be surprised that knights should
be literate, but the English knight Thomas Gray even wrote a history, the
Scalacronica, and Henry, Duke of Lancaster, a devotional treatise, the Book
of Holy Medicine. You may even be able to cheer your companions up on
campaign by reading to them, as the king of Scots, Robert Bruce, is said to
have done with the romance of Fierabras, the 15-foot-tall son of the king of
Spain, ‘who was honourably beaten by the right doughty Oliver’.
Here are some books that all knights should read:

w
w

How to handle a horse.

w

How to kill a boar or a stag with a spear, which will be useful
experience when it comes to killing a man.

w

How to use a bow and a crossbow. These are not weapons that
a knight is likely to use in war, but it is nonetheless valuable
to have some experience of handling them.

How to dissect a stag and distribute the portions according
to the proper conventions.

If you do not hunt, it is hard to see how you can win the respect of your
comrades-in-arms. The unfortunate Edward II of England had no taste for
the chase, but instead preferred menial occupations such as hedging and
ditching along with low-born fellows. It is hardly surprising that such a
man was totally unsuccessful in war, and ended up losing his throne and,
ultimately, his life.


w

The standard book on the art of war, De Re Militari, by the
Roman author Vegetius, perhaps in the French translation
produced by Christine de Pizan. There is no need, however,
to go quite so far as Vegetius does in his recommendations
for training. He suggests that, among other things, young
men should learn to swim, but this is hardly a necessary
accomplishment for a knight.
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Of Childhood and Pastimes

w
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The future Henry V had a
sword when he was only nine.

It is normal for aristocratic
children to have wet-nurses, and
they are usually weaned by the
age of three.

w

w

w

w
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When hunting, the best hunter
should be given the left shoulder
of any deer taken; the right
shoulder goes to the forester.

z

z
w
w

Geoffroi de Charny’s Book of Chivalry.
The Catalan polymath Ramon Llull’s Book of the Order of
Chivalry, which covers similar ground to de Charny’s work,
setting out the virtues a knight should ideally possess.

After you have been trained in the use of arms, you will not normally
become a knight straight away. You will first be a squire, perhaps like the
one described by the poet Geoffrey Chaucer in The Canterbury Tales. The
son of a knight, Chaucer’s squire was about 20 years old, and had experience of the wars in France. Fashionably dressed, he could ride well, and
joust. He possessed the courtly skills; he could sing, dance, sketch and
write. This was a young man, much in love, who would surely soon receive
the accolade of knighthood.
The smartly-dressed squire from a manuscript of Geoffrey Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales.
He told a romantic story set in far-off lands, but never reached the end.

The final stage of training is to acquire campaigning experience. Children
can be taken to war at quite a young age as the following examples show:
Edward III was only 14 when he rode in front of the troops
on the 1327 Weardale campaign against the Scots.

w

John of Gaunt, though at the age of 10 he was far too young
to bear arms, was present with his brother the Black Prince
at the naval battle of Les Espagnols sur Mer in 1350.


w

Boucicaut was 12 when he was taken on campaign in Normandy
in 1378. This was exceptionally young, and it’s not surprising
that on his return he was taunted: ‘Now look, master, there’s
a fine man-at-arms! Get back to school!’

Go on campaign

w

training

The young squire

Ball games, according to Geoffroi
de Charny, should be for women
to play, not men.

As a young man in Edward I’s
household, John de Warenne,
the earl of Surrey, had 17 servants
to look after him.

&

It is more usual for young men to acquire their first campaigning
experience and take up arms for the first time in their late teens.

Boucicaut did not cry when
beaten at school after another
child said he had hit him.

Children today are not what
they used to be – those born after
the plague of 1348 are said to have
only 20 or 22 teeth, rather than
32 as before.

w
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Squires are equipped for war in much the same way as a knight, but
are not expected to have such expensive armour or high-quality horses.
Some people serve for many years as a squire before being knighted. Philip
Chetwynd came of age in 1316, and was thinking about becoming a knight
in 1319, when he entered the service of Ralph, Lord Basset of Drayton, but
did not actually do so until 1339. Indeed, there are an increasing number of
squires who never take the final step of being knighted.

What you will get out of it
Training is tough, but necessary. You will not be tested in the skills you
have acquired in the use of weapons when you eventually become a knight;
it will be taken for granted that you possess all the right abilities. Nor will
you find that you are given training when on campaign; your commanders
will assume that you are already competent and capable. As a result of your
preparation you should:

w
w
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Be physically tough.
Know how to manage your horse.
Have expertise in wielding lance and sword.

w III w

Becoming a Knight
The order of chivalry is more exalted and noble than imagination
can suppose; and no knight ought to suffer himself to be debased
by cowardice, or any villainous or foul action; but when his
helmet is on his head he should be bold and fierce as a lion
when he sees his prey.
king joão of portugal , knighting men on
the eve of the battle of aljubarrota ,

1385

w w w

eing knighted is a major step for you. The ceremony itself is
an important rite of passage, which deserves to be taken
seriously. You will be taking on new responsibilities, and
accepting the dictates of the code of chivalry.

Have acquired courtly skills.

You will be ready to become a member of a military elite of the highest
quality, and can hope to become a warrior of renown, a man of true
prowess. As the chronicler Froissart explained:

Just as wood cannot burn without fire, neither can a noble man
achieve perfect honour nor worldly glory without prowess.



Who can become a knight?
Knighthood runs in families. If your father was a knight, then you in turn
should be able to become one. In France it is extremely difficult to become
a knight if you cannot show noble ancestry. Indeed, anyone who fights on
horseback with shield and lance has to have the right sort of lineage; a good
lineage will confer the right qualities and virtues on you. You also have
to be in a position to live without doing any kind of manual labour. It is
in theory possible to be ennobled by obtaining special royal lettres
d’ennoblissement, but these are very rarely issued. Nevertheless, it is possible in exceptional cases to rise in France from relatively obscure origins
to great heights, since performing on the battlefield with notable bravery
automatically ennobles a man.
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Bertrand du Guesclin came from a very minor Breton noble
family; his military skills saw him become constable of France.
He even acquired a ducal title in Spain and was offered the
kingdom of Granada.

w

Boucicaut’s father came from an undistinguished family in
Touraine, but rose in court service, displaying skill in diplomacy
and war. He was appointed marshal of France in 1356.

The situation in Spain is similar to that in France. For Pero Niño, a
knight of Castile, lineage was vitally important; he claimed descent from
the royal dynasty of France on his father’s side, and from one of the great
noble houses of Castile on his mother’s.
In England, theoretically, the situation should be much simpler, since
everyone who possesses land worth £40 a year is supposed to become a
knight. Regular orders are issued demanding that they do so or pay a fine
instead. There, it is easier than in France for men of low or questionable
birth to rise to knightly status, though you will not find a knight in trade,
selecting and taking on an apprentice. Examples of men who have risen
from obscure origins are:

w
w
w

James Audley, a hero by any standards, was born illegitimate.

w

Robert Salle, who was killed by peasants in the revolt of 1382,
is, ironically, said to have himself been born a villein, an
unfree peasant.

Robert Knollys seems to have risen from Cheshire yeoman stock.
John Hawkwood came from Essex; his father was a tanner who
held a small amount of land. Gossip has it that as a boy John
was apprenticed to a London tailor, though this is probably
a malicious rumour.

In Germany, there are knightly families that were, in their distant
origins, unfree. Ministeriales were officials who served the crown and the
nobility, and rose to great heights in society in the 11th and 12th centuries
despite the fact that they were not free. By the 14th century these origins
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had been forgotten, and all knights were considered noble, and hereditary.
Social climbing is certainly frowned upon in Germany, however, as you
can tell from the 13th-century poem about Helmbrecht, a peasant boy
who became a robber-knight. He persuaded his sister to marry one of his
gang, but at the wedding feast they were surprised and captured. Helmbrecht’s followers were hanged; he was mutilated, and sometime later he was
himself hanged by the peasants he had oppressed.
Italy is rather different, for here it is the great towns that dominate. As
a result many knights are city dwellers, in contrast to the rest of Europe,
where knights are more likely to be found on their country estates. In
some places knighthood was bestowed rather too easily in the 12th and 13th
centuries, on men not of true noble descent, and merchant wealth was
translated into knightly and noble status. Now, however, that status is
jealously guarded, but true knighthood is reserved only for those of noble
lineage and a chivalric lifestyle. The Florentine poet Franco Sacchetti commented sarcastically on the idea of merchants becoming knights: ‘If this
type of knighthood is valid one might as well knight an ox or an ass – or any
sort of beast.’

A small elite
Being a knight is a costly occupation, and many families that have been of
knightly standing in the past can no longer afford the expense of knighthood. In England, where there had been perhaps 4,000 or more knights at
the start of the 13th century, numbers dwindled to less than half that over
the next hundred years. Knights are very much the elite among the cavalry
both in England and France.

w

In France by the middle of the 14th century the number of active
knights was probably under 3,700. There, less than 12 per cent
of the cavalry are knights; over 87 per cent are squires or plain
men-at-arms.

w

In England the proportion of knights was rather higher; almost
a quarter of the cavalry in the Black Prince’s force on the 1359
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campaign in France were of knightly rank. After that, numbers
fell, and by the time of the battle of Agincourt, only about 8 per
cent of the cavalry were knights.

w

z

w

Bertrand du Guesclin

z

A

Breton, from the minor nobility, du
Guesclin was knighted in 1354. He
distinguished himself in the defence of
Rennes, 1356–57, but was defeated at Auray
in 1364; he later fought in Spain, and in
1367 was defeated at Nájera. Du Guesclin
developed tactics for dealing with the English,
and his main successes came after hostilities
between England and France were renewed in
1369, when he re-conquered many territories
for the French king. He was appointed
constable of France in 1370, and died in 1380.

Increasingly, people are satisfied with the status of a squire, which
has become ever more formalized. Squires, for example, can bear coats of
arms. Richard II gave permission to John de Kingston to do this when a
French knight challenged him:

We have received him in the estate of gentleman, and have made him
a squire, and wish that he should be known by his arms which he
shall bear in future, that is to say, of argent with an azure hat
and ostrich feather, gules.
Although squires are going up in the world, there is no doubt that the
knights are the true elite in society and in war, and it is to knighthood that
you should aspire.

becoming a knight
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Look the part

The ceremony of knighthood

It probably helps if you look right. Boucicaut was not tall, but he was good
looking, and according to his biographer he had a splendid physique. His
chest was broad, his shoulders sloping and well shaped. His limbs were
ideally formed. His hair was brown, as was his beard. His look was assured
and wise. However, you should not worry too much if you don’t match up
to such a description. Bertrand du Guesclin was emphatically not an ideal
knight in appearance. He was small, dark and ugly, but his achievements
were remarkable.
If you are too fat, or have a physical deformity, the theorist Ramon
Llull tells us that you cannot become a knight. You can certainly use an
abnormality as a convenient excuse if you do not want the promotion. In
1346 John of Bella Aqua was pardoned for disobeying King Edward III of
England’s instructions that he take up knighthood, because he had a malformed right foot.

As a would-be knight, you will have been a squire for some time, gaining
valuable experience. There is no fixed age at which you should become a
knight; that depends on your own wishes, and whether you can afford the
costs involved. If you are lucky, you may find that some of the expenses are
borne by your lord. What becoming a knight means above all is that you
accept the obligations inherent in the chivalric code: you should bear arms
in a just cause, fighting for the Church, for your lord, or for your lineage.
As Geoffroi de Charny explained:



And for those who perform deeds of arms more to gain God’s grace
and for the salvation of the soul than for glory in this world,
their noble souls will be set in paradise to all eternity.
In his book, de Charny described the classic full knighting ceremony.
It begins with your confessing, and repenting of all your sins.
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and black stockings remind you of your mortality. A white belt symbolizes
purity and chastity, and a red cloak is worn to show humility. Then, you go
to church for a long vigil.
4 The ceremony itself on the next day is preceded by a mass. After this mass:

Receiving the belt of knighthood, as shown in this early 14th-century manuscript,
is a key part of the knighting ceremony. The belt is actually more important
as a symbol than the sword.

1 On the day before the actual knighting, you take a bath, and stay in it for

a long time; you probably don’t have baths very often, and may find this a
bit off-putting, but it is necessary. The idea is not that you should become
physically clean, though that may be an unintended consequence. The
bath is symbolic; in it you will be cleansed of your sins and get rid of all the
impurities of your past life.

w
w

Knights fix gilded spurs to your boots.

w

The man who is to confer the honour of knighthood
on you then hands over a sword, kisses you, and taps
you on the shoulder.

You are given the belt that is an important emblem
of knighthood.

There is a great deal of solemn ritual and symbolism in the ceremony,
but despite all the religious elements, the conferring of knighthood is not
actually done by the Church, unlike the coronation of a king. Knighthood
is a secular rank, and should be awarded by men who have themselves
shown distinction as knights.
Knighting ceremonies can take place on a very large scale. In England,
in 1306, some 300 men were knighted along with the king’s son, the future
Edward II. The new knights were all given cloth to make their mantles,
along with a mattress and a quilt. A receipt provides the details:

A red tunic symbolizes your readiness to shed blood in defending the faith,

I, William Beler, have received from Master Thomas of Usflete,
Clerk of the King’s Great Wardrobe, for the use of Henry le
Vavasseur, for making him a new knight, by order of the lord King
by privy seal, namely, for his cointesia, 6 ells of cloth of Tarsus
and one pena of squirrel fur of 8 rows. For his cape during vigil,
4 ells of brown mixed cloth. For his two robes, 10½ ells of green
and 10½ ells of azure blue cloth, 2 furs of ‘popple’ and 2 furs of
squirrel, each of 6 rows, and 2 hoods of marten fur of 4 rows.
Item, for his bed, that is for his quilt, 2 lengths of cloth of
gold in Meseneaux and one piece of worsted, 24 ells,
and for that of his canvas, 10 ells.





2 You will come out of the water a new man, and must then go and rest on

a new bed with clean linen; it should be as if you have emerged from a great
fight against sin and the Devil.
3 When you get up, knights come to help you to dress for the ceremony.

w
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For some of the 300 knights-to-be, the vigil took place in Westminster
Abbey, but it was not the solemn occasion it should have been. The great
church was surrounded by a cheerful mob, and there was a tremendous
din with shouting and trumpet playing. Some of the aspirant knights went
to other churches, such as the Temple, only to find them overcrowded. The
ceremony itself in the abbey was a disaster, for two knights were crushed
to death near the great altar, and others fainted in the throng as they tried
to move forward to be dubbed. Despite the tragedy, a great feast was held
to mark the occasion. Two gilded swans formed a centrepiece, on which
the new knights swore a range of oaths. A hundred or so minstrels provided entertainment.

army were prepared to accept the king’s invitation. Perhaps they did not
like the idea of being knighted by a foreigner.
These pre-battle knighting ceremonies do not always go well. There
was some embarrassment when the English and French armies faced each
other at Buirenfosse in 1339. No engagement took place, as neither side
was convinced of the prospects of success in battle. The armies, however,
were fully prepared to fight, and there was a long, tedious wait to see if
any action would take place. Then a hare ran across the fields between the
two hosts; both sides shouted and cheered as they saw it. Some, however,
mistook the shouting for the start of battle, and knighted their followers,
who, poor chaps, were always thereafter known as the Knights of the Hare.

Knighting before battle

The coat of arms

Don’t worry if you find the elaborate initiation rite of knighthood offputting; there are easier ways to gain the honour. It is customary for
commanders to knight some of their followers on the eve of battle, and
this is done in a very simple ceremony, demanding nothing more than an
oath and a tap on the shoulder.

Coats of arms are extremely important. They are not just a method of
identification; they carry with them messages about a man’s lineage and
his connections in society. You are unlikely to have to acquire a brand-new
coat of arms, as your father will almost certainly have one. You just need to
modify his slightly, by means of what is known as a label, a horizontal strip.

w
w

Edward III knighted the Black Prince and a number of others
just as the English were about to land in Normandy in 1346.
In 1367 in Spain many in the English army were knighted when
battle was imminent. John Chandos’s herald explained that:

The prince knighted king Pedro first of all, then Thomas Holland,
Hugh, Philip and Peter Courtenay; John Trivet and Nicholas
Bond. The duke knighted Ralph Camoys, Walter Ursewick, Thomas
d’Auvirmetri and John Grendon; he made twelve or so knights in all.

w

The young Boucicaut was knighted by the duke of Bourbon just
before the battle of Roosebeke in 1382.

In 1385, before the battle of Aljubarrota, the king of Portugal issued
a proclamation, asking anyone who wanted to become a knight to come
forward. About 60 did so; but for some reason none of the English in the


w
w

Be careful not to have the same coat of arms as someone else.

w

Before the battle of Poitiers in 1356 John Chandos encountered
a French marshal, Jean de Clermont. Both bore a badge of a
lady in blue, with a sunbeam. Clermont had the last word,
condemning the English: ‘You never think of anything new
yourselves, but when you see something good, you just take it.’

w

There was a famous case in the English court of chivalry
between Richard le Scrope and Robert Grosvenor in 1386, for
the two men had discovered that they bore the same coat of
arms, azur a bend or. The eventual outcome favoured Scrope.

In 1300 there was little more than surprise when Brian FitzAlan
and Hugh Poinz were both found to carry the same banner,
but such problems have become much more serious since then.
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The world of chivalry

This heraldic roll of
about 1280 displays
the coats of arms of
almost 700 knights.
Heralds produce
rolls such as this to
provide a record
of the designs
and symbols that
knights use to
identify themselves,
helping to avoid
embarrassing and
dangerous mix-ups.

You will be familiar with the concepts of chivalry before you become a
knight; in his book Geoffroi de Charny expects men-at-arms and knights
to share the same values. Nonetheless, the process of knighting can be seen
as marking your formal entry into the chivalric world.
The chivalric ideals are:

w
w

largesse, or generosity
prouesse, or prowess

w
w

courtoisie, or courtesy
loyauté, or loyalty

As Chandos’s herald wrote of the Black Prince:

The noble prince of whom I speak never, from the day of his birth,
thought of anything but loyalty, noble deeds, valour and goodness,
and was endowed with prowess.
These are not new ideas; they date back at least as far as the 12th
century, and underlying them is a mixture of Christianity and warrior
ethos. Chivalry is not a code for all; it is exclusive, limited to those of the
right status in society. Peasants and townspeople have little understanding
of it, so you can treat them however you like.

z
So, make sure that your own coat of arms really is unique. If you are in
a position to choose your own, you might try a pun on your name; Hugh
Calveley, for example, bore three calves on his coat of arms, while Robert
de Scales used silver shells as his symbol.
A provision in Ralph, Lord Basset of Drayton’s will shows the importance of the family name and coat of arms (as well as of his bed):

I will that the person, whosoever he be, that shall first bear my
surname and arms, according to my will, shall have the use
of my great velvet bed for life, but it is not to be given away
from him who should bear my name and arms.


The Black Prince

z

T

he eldest son of Edward III of England,
the Black Prince distinguished himself
at Crécy in 1346, led a raid from Gascony to
the Mediterranean in 1355, and in 1356 was
victorious at Poitiers. Later he went to
Spain on campaign, winning the battle
of Nájera in 1367. His sack of Limoges in
1370 was brutal, and became notorious.
A few years later illness struck him, and
he died in 1376, a year before his father.

z
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Of Knighting
Geoffroi de Charny suggested
that any knight who failed to
make a name for himself should
have his teeth pulled out,
one by one.

Five thousand eels, 287 cod,
136 pike and 102 salmon were
among the supplies collected for
the feast held in 1306 when the
future Edward II was knighted.

w

w

It is said that the earl of
Gloucester was killed at
Bannockburn in 1314 because
he was not wearing his coat
of arms, and so could not
be recognized.

Four hundred and sixty-seven
new knights were created
immediately before the battle
of Roosebeke in 1382.

w
Kings were entitled to collect a
tax from their subjects, and lords
money from their tenants, when
an eldest son was knighted.

w
John Hawkwood was a knight,
but it is not known where or
when he was knighted.

z

z

Chivalry is an international code; knights throughout the Christian
world share its values. Stories from romance, familiar across Europe,
provide part of the cultural background. You will find that Italians are
quite as knowledgeable as Englishmen about King Arthur and his knights.
Although this is a time of a growing sense of national identity, this can be
overridden by allegiance to the knightly world of international chivalry.
You will find that knights have considerable respect for each other, even if
they are on opposing sides in war.
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command of a much larger troop than you would as a knight. This is a
purely military promotion; being a banneret does not have implications
for your social standing. Nor does it carry with it the kind of chivalric
baggage about honour and prowess that is implied in becoming a knight.
Froissart tells the story of John Chandos’ promotion. Before the battle
of Nájera in 1367, John presented his banner to the Black Prince, saying that
he now possessed sufficient lands to warrant his promotion. The prince
duly cut off the tail of the banner, so as to make it square, and returned it to
John. The process was a simple one, but to deserve his elevation Chandos
had not only distinguished himself in war, but also demonstrated that he
had the wealth to maintain his new position. So, you should not expect to
become a banneret for many years.
There are two high military offices that you can aspire to, those of
marshal and constable. It helps if these run in the family:

w

Boucicaut was promoted to marshal, and the fact that his father
had held the post was one of the reasons.

w

Bertrand du Guesclin’s appointment as constable was purely
on merit.

These are not purely honorific titles. The two marshals and the constable of France have their courts; the marshals in particular claim wide
jurisdiction over military matters. There are rights that go with these
offices; the constable, for example, has a claim to all horses and harness
taken when a castle or fortress is captured.

What to aim for

Once you have become a knight, you can be promoted further, to the rank
of banneret. This means that you will bear a square or rectangular banner,
rather than a long pennon as your standard, and in war you will have

You need to think about all the chivalric values, but you will find that they
do not always coincide with the realities that you face. By all means display
largesse, and be generous; but remember that you have to make money to
maintain your position. Be courteous and gracious, but show that you are
tough and determined when necessary. You will find that your reputation
depends above all on your display of prowess. Show that you are bold,
brave and skilful in the use of arms; that is the mark of a true knight.





Further promotion

